Management:
Bund der Militär- und Polizeischützen (BDMP) e.V.
Landesverband Baden Württemberg (09)
Fliederweg 19, 68775 Ketsch
Organization:
Landesreferent Bernd Eisenmann
Mozartstraße 11
D-74638 Waldenburg
Tel. +49 (0) 170 2306220
Mail: Ref.PPC1500@bdmp-bw.info
Place: Schießsportzentrum Backnang
Krähenbach 1, 71522 Backnang

PPC 1500
Precision Pistol
Competition

Agenda:
Friday
October 21.2022 01:00 p.m. – 07:00 p.m.
Saturday October 22.2022, 09.00 a.m. - 07.00 p.m.
Sunday October 23.2022, 09.00 a.m. - 03.00 p.m.
Honours : Sunday October 23.2022, 05.00 p.m. approx.
Lodging information:

Unterkünfte | Stadt Backnang

7. Autumn-Trophy
Baden Württemberg
Backnang
21-23th October 2022

Qualification:
A Qualification is not necessary.
The participants should be familiar with the rules PPC 1500.
Registration / deadline:
Only over: http://www.bdmp.de/anmeldung
Registrations will be accepted until 15th October 2022
Match Starts:
Match starting times are binding. There are no substitute starts
once a participating shooter failed to be on the line in due time.
Therefore please. carefully check your starting times as stated on
your registration confirmations. In case of cross overs or other
failures please instantly notify the organization.
Awards:
Awards will be handed out at price giving ceremony .
Agreement:
The participant agrees the competition rules based on this
announcement, the rulebook and necessary changes with the
application
Deviations from the Sportordnung (SpO) BDMP 1500:
In case of need the Chief Executive Federal Sports and the
Management may constitute deviating rules from the SpO for
this competition.
For the matches described in topic 8 and 9 below an
except authorization according to § 6 (3) WaffG is
submitted by the BVA. For all other matches a minimum
barrel length of 3 Inch is required.

Matches:
1. Revolver 1500
SPO C.9.1, Range D / E
150 Shots, original distance in meters
Entry fee: € 25,00
2. Pistol 1500
SPO C.9.2, Range D / E
150 Shots, original distance in meters
Entry fee: € 25,00
3. Open Match 1500
SPO C.9.9, Range D / E
150 Shots, original distance in meters
Entry fee: € 25,00
4. Open Match
SPO C.9.4, Range D / E
60 Shots, original distance in meters
Entry fee: € 18,00
5. Distinguished Pistol Match
SPO C.9.3, Range D / E
60 Shots, original distance in meters
Entry fee: € 18,00
6. Distinguished Revolver
SPO C.9.5, Range D / E
60 Shots, original distance in meters
Entry fee: € 18,00
7. Standard Revolver 4“
SPO C.9.6, Range A
48 Shots, original distance in meters
Entry fee: € 15,00
8. Standard Revolver 2,75“
SPO C.9.7, Range A
48 Shots, original distance in meters
Entry fee: € 15,00
9. Standard Revolver 2,75“ 5-Shot
SPO C.9.7, Range A
40 Shots, original distance in meters
Entry fee: € 15,00
10. Standard Semi- Automatic Pistol
SPO C.9.8, Range A
48 Shots, original distance in meters
Entry fee: € 15,00
Please note:
There will be used targets with white background.
The matches 4-10 above will be scored Over All
(Ranking 1 – 3). The matches 1-3 will be scored classified.
Deviations from national sport/competition rulesets will be
published on the websites (wa1500.org / bdmp.de).

Weapons/ Equipment:
There will be no general security and compliancy checks. So all risks and consequences are the
participants own responsibility. Instead prior to competition start some participants will be randomly
chosen by competition management for a weapon check.
None obedience to this procedure leads to disqualification. The envelopes of participants "starters
manual" will be marked accordingly.
On application there will be checking tools available for the participants to self test/check their
equipment.
Regular "Out of the box" / stock security features of the participants weapons must all be present and
functioning.
Injuring this rule leads to disqualification.
Prior to competition start and in case of any doubt of compliance participants may present the
respective weapons / weapon parts to Competition management for decision of compliance.
Also during the match Competition management and Range Officers can require participants to hand
over their weapons, ammunition and equipment for checks.
None obedience to this rule leads to disqualification.
In case participants suspecting others to use none compliant weapons ammunition or equipment they
are obliged to instantly report this to competition management.
Ammunition:
Magnum loads and high speed loads are prohibited. Maximum muzzle energy allowed is 600 Joule.
Loads exceeding this limit are considered Magnum loads.
Score card:
For each match the participant receives a scorecard (in duplicate) the original of which is for
competition management. The scorecard has to be supplied to Competition management within 30
minutes of the respective matches end.
Once supplied a scorecard is final:
Missing hits on a scorecard remain unconsidered on data input. Once on a scorecard a matches
maximum possible hits are exceeded the exceeding hits will be deducted from top score to down score
until the correct number of hits is reached. Reclamations to this this procedure will not be considered.
Exception to this rule:
Upon evident data transfer failures the participant may apply for a competition jury decision based on
the participants actual hits on the original target which has to be supplied to the jury.
Scoring procedure:
Each participant scores the target of his right neighbor. The shooter most right scores the target on
range 1. The scores are initially to be filled in the scoring tables on the original target. Then these are
copied to the shooters score card. Failures on copying scores are instantly to be and are to be
confirmed by signature. The scoring shooter stores the completed score card together with the targets.
During the scoring procedure the shooter remains distant to its own target and the shooter is
not allowed to take any influence on the scorers decision.
Upon finalization of scoring the shooter controls its target, hits and the score card and signs it once
agreeing. In case of none agreement no signature is required instead the scorecard and original target
may be presented to competition management for final control and decision).
Competition management keeps the right to control and correct scorings according to the principle of
randomness or on given event. Any manipulation of the scorecard will force a disqualification for the
competition. A protest against this disqualification is not valid.

Awards
In Match 1,2,3 there will be medals for the first three places (classified), in Match 4,5,6,7,8,9,10 (over
all)
The award ceremony starts Sunday October 23, 5.00 p.m. approx..
Autumn Trophy
The "Autumn Trophy" will be competed as an aggregate-score as follows:
Pistol aggregate of: 1500 Pistol / Distinguished Pistol / Standard Semi Automatic Pistol
Revolver aggregate of: 1500 Revolver / Distinguished Revolver / Standard Revolver 4’’
Range Officer:
Orders of Range Officers are obligatory. There are no disputes allowed on the range.
Objections to Range Officer decisions have to be made with the competition management.
Competition Management:
Competition Management decides on disputes in all cases.
Objections to decisions of Competition Management are governed by the rules of A 4.10.1.2. of the
Sport Ordnung (SpO) and protestable with the competition jury.
Jury (A.4.10.2 SpO):
The Competition Jury is comprised of 3 shooters with the minimum qualification as Master.
Competition Jury´s decisions are final and binding.
Alcohol/Drugs:
Alcohol is (simply) prohibited with disregard to type and quantity. Any participating shooter using
alcohol will be disqualified and his participation will terminate.
This also includes that all his scorings previously achieved will be nulled and the competition fee will
decay.
Outfit:
According to the sports character of this event participants are not assumed to ware para military
clothing nor such with offending motives.
Other:
The compensation for volunteering Range Officers is Euro 30,-- for a job of about 3 h.
To apply for compensation please use the travel cost form. We will compensate for the amounts stated
there up to the maximum a.m..
Upon not sufficient volunteers being available any participating shooter can be obliged to assist unpaid.
Privacy policy:
With this registration the shooter accepts that his name and other necessary data will be published in
the list of results and on internet.
Changes:
Remember changes the tender reserved.

